A novel diagnostic approach may be a helpful adjunct to clinical judgment in evaluating Churg-Strauss syndrome.

A 51-year-old African American man with a 1-year history of asthma treated with inhalers, mometasone, and montelukast presented to his primary care provider with 6 weeks of numbness and tingling of the hands and feet followed by dusky discoloration and pain in the fourth and fifth digits of the right hand. Similar changes occurred in the left hand 1 week later. He had a nonpruritic rash with associated ulcerations of the pretibial region bilaterally. A computed tomography angiogram (CTA) of the legs demonstrated multiple focal areas of dilatation and stenosis. A beaded appearance was evident throughout the posterior tibial arteries bilaterally that extended into the common plantar and lateral plantar arteries (Figure 1).

Retinal examination revealed bilateral ischemic changes suggestive of embolic or vasculitic phenomenon. There was infarction of the distal portions of the fourth and fifth digits of the right hand, and splinter hemorrhages of the nails were noted bilaterally (Figure 2). Non-excoriated ulcers 1–2 mm in diameter were noted in the pretibial area (Figure 2). Neurologic examination demonstrated decreased sensation to light touch in both feet and in both hands along an ulnar distribution. Complete blood cell count showed significant eosinophilia of 2722/mm³ without leukocytosis; chemistry results showed no evidence of renal insufficiency. Chest radiography, urinalysis, erythrocyte sedimentation rate, C-reactive protein, complement 3 and 4 levels, hepatitis B and C, antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA), and rheumatoid factor were unremarkable. A transesophageal echocardiogram revealed no embolic source. An electromyogram with nerve conduction testing showed bilateral peroneal nerve neuropathy consistent with an early vasculitis. A skin biopsy of the pretibial ulcerations showed an eosinophilic infiltrate in the arteries and venules consistent with either Churg-Strauss syndrome or polyarteritis nodosa. The patient met 4 of the American College of Rheumatology (ACR) diagnostic criteria for Churg-Strauss syndrome¹. He was prescribed 1 mg/kg prednisone and discharged home. On followup, his vascular symptoms continued to improve, although the prolonged ischemic digital changes required extensive debridement.

Churg-Strauss syndrome was originally described in a study of polyarteritis nodosa, and is characterized by the triad of asthma, eosinophilia, and vasculitis². The incidence of Churg-Strauss is 2.4 to 4.0 per 1,000,000. The mean age at onset is 50 years (range 14–75 yrs). The etiology of the disease is unclear, but is likely autoimmune³.

The diagnosis of Churg-Strauss is based on a biopsy of affected tissues, traditionally an open-lung biopsy. ANCA are positive in 38% and perinuclear in 90%, and are strongly associated with renal involvement⁴. Following the ACR diagnostic criteria¹, presence of 4 of the following 6 criteria makes the diagnosis with 99.7% specificity: (1) asthma; (2) eosinophilia > 10%; (3) mononeuropathy or polyneuropathy; (4) migratory or transient pulmonary opacities; (5) paranasal sinus abnormality; (6) biopsy showing accumulation of eosinophils in extravascular areas. While highly specific, these diagnostic criteria suffer from poor sensitivity since many of the symptoms are fleeting. Another diagnostic modality that has been used extensively in other types of vasculitis is digital subtraction angiography. However, there is a 2%–3% complication rate, including contrast nephropathy, peripheral or central venous infection, embolic events, arterial wall dissection, and pseudoaneurysm formation and rupture⁵. CTA was initially studied in Takayasu’s arteritis, and more recently polyarteritis nodosa, and was found to aid in the diagnosis with minimal risk of complications⁶—¹¹. Since there is significant overlap between Churg-Strauss syndrome and polyarteritis nodosa, it stands to reason that CTA can be of use. An evaluation of the literature reveals a paucity of data regarding the use of CTA in the Churg-Strauss syndrome.

In addition to the prototypical presentation of a rare vasculitis, our case demonstrates a novel diagnostic approach that may be a helpful adjunct to clinical judgment in evaluating Churg-Strauss syndrome. Since the CTA procedure subjects patients to little of the discomfort or risk of invasive angiography, further studies are warranted.
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Figure 1. CT angiography of the right lower extremity showing multiple focal areas of dilatation with a beaded appearance of the posterior tibial artery (arrow), extending into the common plantar and lateral plantar arteries.
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Figure 2. Cutaneous manifestations of Churg-Strauss vasculitis. A. Left hand shows distal digital artery infarction. B. Pretibial nodules and ulcerations.